
To prevent damage and ensure continued enjoyment of your Phonebibi product, please 
review the installation video and check the user manual before using the product. 
Failure to observe these precautions could result in damage to the product. Phonebibi 
will not be held liable for any damages resulting from the use of this product. 

ATTENTION:
- Wear safety glasses and rubber gloves.
- Never look directly into the UV light. It can cause eye damage.
- DO NOT use UV light for more than 10 seconds each use.
- LED Belongs to Risk Group 1 - Blue Light
- Dispose of liquid material safely. DO NOT discharge into sewer or waterways.
- Uncured material can be cleaned with organic solvents, or baby wipes.
- DO NOT use solvents to clean product from skin or eyes.
- DO NOT clean tip of the 5 Seconds Fix pen with liquid cleansers, or expose the tip to other liquids.
- DO NOT allow clothing wet with material to stay in contact with skin.
- DO NOT eat, drink or smoke, while handling.
- DO NOT allow wash water from cleaning or process equipment to enter drains.

HOW TO USE

FIND A SHADED AREA TO FIX YOUR ITEM.  PRESS ONTO THE BODY OF THE PEN TO APPLY 
THE LIQUID. 
Apply the liquid approx. the the size of a pea for each layer 
approx. 1mm-2mm thick.
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CURE THE AREA WITH UV LIGHT. 
The UV light should be held within 3-5mm from the 
application area. The center or ‘eye’ of the UV light 
should be focused on the desired application area 
Distance of the light, clarity of the UVlens, thickness of 
the liquid welder, and other factors will greatly influence 
bonding time. For larger application, allow longer 
exposure to the UV light, to be sure the bond is made.

REPEAT STEP 2 AND 3 DEPENDING ON 
REQUIRED THICKNESS.
Each layer approx. 1mm-2mm thick can be bonded per the 
directions above, Repeat application and UV light bonding 
for each layer, ensuring each layer is completely bonded.
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UV BONDING
The bond is obviously stronger to areas that can be 
easily accessed by the UV light. Bonding through clear, 
semi-clear, or translucent materials works well. If using 
solid materials, bonding in thinner layer is highly 
suggested. Liquid welder that is not accessible to the 
UV light will not bond, but should cure over a 24-hour 
period.

BATTERY INFO
2 X CR1620 3V Batteries (INCLUDED)
- Romove battery protector before use.
- Turn off when not in use.
- Replace product entirely when liquid welder or battery
    power is used up.
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